“The Heart of My Book - The Joy of Uber Driving, a Wild Ride to Self Love.”
The #MeToo movement came on the scene in
October, 2017, announcing a huge fact that
heretofore was hidden from the general public:
Most women are victims of sexual abuse. This
encouraged millions of women to come out of the
closet and courageously take ownership of their
shame to the world. However, feeling exposed
and vulnerable, many sought to cover their
shame by openly accusing their perceived
abusers. Of course, a slew of celebrity “villains”
were charged with this crime and suffered the
consequence of public repudiation and
humiliation before they were even tried and
convicted in court.
This article is not about the legal consequences or
the question of who’s right or wrong. What I
believe to be true is that the female accusers of
the targeted men got little more than the
satisfaction of knowing these men got what they deserved.
What about the wound? Do you think this had any affect on softening or removing
the wound in their heart and soul? Do you really think they had closure? My feeling
is that this entrenched it even deeper in their psyche and hardened their demeanor
towards men even more. What a dilemma!
What about the very first sexual transgression they may have experienced by their
father or uncle as a child or teenager? Should they drag them out in the public forum
to have their vindication? I doubt it. For most women, this is where it all began and
may be hidden deep in their subconscious mind. This could be the root cause of
their wound, which conceivably led to all sorts of transgressions by men later in life.
We attract that which we know and are familiar with whether it repulses you or
excites you.
My root cause was revealed to me while writing my memoir “The Joy of Uber
Driving – A Wild Ride to Self Love”. While writing my life’s story with the intention
of revealing my path to self-love, I began connecting all the dots. I had always
complained about issues I had with my dad from events that I was aware of, but
when I dug deeper, it all became so clear. I had been in therapy and had done
dozens of self-help workshops, but never got the authentic clarity that I did while
writing my memoir.
This is what I knew before I began writing: As a child, I witnessed my father
aggressively going after other women with sexual innuendos or actual sexual
advancements in front of my mother and me. She was basically ignored and

discounted. I attributed my unconscious and accidental habit of dating married men
later in life to my father’s disdain for his wife and his attraction to “other” women. I
didn’t want to end up like my poor unhappy and unloved mother. I wanted to be
“the other woman”. Growing up I shied away from boys who tried to get too close to
me and then in high school and college and beyond, I usually found a way to
sabotage a relationship, which I did with a great dramatic flair. But, while writing
my book and through deep meditation, I had an epiphany. I saw my father as an
innocent who had been emasculated by his domineering mother, which forced him
to seek approval by women for his own self worth. He married my mother not to
gain her love but to gain approval from her influential mother and father in
Montreal. He was devastated by their rejection when mother finally divorced him. In
that moment of tuning into him, I was able to sincerely and authentically forgive him
and I felt love pour into my empty heart. Forgiveness…..that is the key, not
vindication: and not only forgiveness of the transgressor, but also of myself. We
carry such shame, often blaming ourselves for being sexually abused. That shame
and self hate is more often expressed with anger and hate towards our abuser. And
the beat goes on. It is circular and never ending until we awaken to our truth with
an open heart.
I want to bring up my experience as an aspiring actress in Hollywood and shine a
light on the many so -called transgressions that I was complicit in. Yes, like Monica
Lewisnsky, I was complicit. I take full responsibility now for all my experiences then
because of my insatiable desire to be a star. As stated earlier, I had a strange karmic
attraction to married men, which suited me just fine so I wouldn’t have to commit to
anyone. Not having any self worth other than around my talent, I allowed producers,
directors, studio execs and movie stars (who were married) to convince me that
going to bed with them would guarantee success in my career, which was an
absolute lie. But I complied and my self worth got even more degraded as nothing
ever came of it. I became the consummate victim and so I joined a Buddhist group
and practiced celibacy to atone for all my sins. After 13 years of celibacy I became
depressed and ran off to India to join Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh’s commune. With
him I finally threw off the shackles of victimhood and began a new life of higher
consciousness through meditation and devotion to a higher cause than my career.
Through the practice of meditation I was able to tap into an inner knowledge of who
I was and why I was who I was. With Bhagwan, it was a heart opening. Thus, I am
now able to see the truth of who my father was and why he was what he was to me.
While meditating, I felt a deep compassion for him that I had never experienced
before and was able to sincerely forgive him and forgive myself for my hardened
perceptions of him which caused me to blame him for all my failures with
relationships. I was able to love him again like an innocent child and to love myself
in the same way.
Isn’t it amazing, I went from a miserably narcissistic actress to a serenely happy and
humble Uber driver with a captured audience of one to four in a total of 7 or 8 rides
a day. My meditation practice has taught me to start each day with a prayer of
intention for the highest good of all who enter my car. I call upon my higher self, the

I Am Presence and immediately feel a deep sense of gratitude for the opportunity to
serve. I am blown away by the high level of consciousness in most of my passengers.
They are an absolute delight and I am able to discover something new about myself
and in my world every day.
In conclusion, my book is about getting out of the victim mode into a more self
empowering mode by admitting my complicity and accepting the reality of my past
experiences. Through meditation I was able let go of the need to constantly
vindicate myself by blaming the other. I found the best way to let go of blame is to go
deep into understanding my father’s and all my other abuser’s humanness and
seeing how connected I actually was to them by my own humanness. When I
recognized myself in them I was then able to truly forgive them and subsequently
forgive myself and in that moment I was healed. Thus, self- love took root and
blossomed into an immutable shining light in my heart.
As an empowered woman, I no longer experience any form of misogyny or
disrespect by the opposite sex. I don’t wear my empowerment as a badge of honor
or prance around like a proud stallion. I am an equal partner and friend to everyone
and I’m connected in the matrix of love.
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